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TtIE ElLENBERG-MOORE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE AND 
STRONGLY HOMOTOPY MULTIPLICATIVE MAPS 
Conttrnts 
0. lntmductisn 
0.1. The mein purpose ot’ this paper is to prow the followmg cdlapse result for the 
fAlenhcrg - Moore (cohtrnwlogy ) spxtral sequence for the fibre square 
k” k -P---B-* 
wfwre ?i, C; are ( lie-)groups with various olther restricttons, have been obtained by 
various ;luthors. Our theorem contains most of the sollapse results in this dmxticw 
that we are aware of, especially those of Baum [ 1 9 Theorem 7.4(i)) and Gugenhebn 
and May [S, Theorem 4.3, Theorems A, B]. For (5, Theorem 4.31, we remark that 
opr theorem applies to BTn directly. One must then extend just like Gugenheim 
and May da 111 [ 5 1, following Baum [ I 1. 
0.3. It’ C’* K C’ H, C+.Y were commutative. then for the polynomial algebras WE, 
fr 4% ff * X we wuki set a cnmmutative diagram 
of algebra maps with the vertikal maps including idcntitres on homology. It would 
ther, folluw that k-2 = E’” in the spcc tral sequence. For very nice spaces, one may 
how co&ins that arc commutative (this was used by Baum and Smith [ 2 11, but 
in gcrtrcral this is impossible. Now the main Idea of the present paper is to extend 
ttrc c‘ategcxy DA of Jiffmntial graded algebras to a bigger c’atcgory DASH having 
cough tnxphisms ta ensure that there is 4 morphism W A’ + C” X which tnduces 
t!~c idenrity 3s honldogy (whenever II* A’ is a polynotnial algebra). This was done 
by tlalperm and Stxheff [ 1 S]. Iio~ever, only in very special cases could they prove 
thrzt ( 1 ) awtmut~s; so they got few ;Ictual collap92 results from their work. In general. 
( 1 b dws nrjt conmute. For this reason we introduce a hornotopy notion in DASH, 
and we prove that under the assumptions of the theorem we have: 
t’.A-) i 11 does hornotopy commute. 
This is tbne of Ihe 3 basic steps in the proof c)f the theorem above. The other two 
are :
(B) Tar and 11 le El I .I enJerp - Moore spectral sequence, viewed as futxtors on the 
Category of diagrms C’ l .4 --+ H in DA extend over the similar category based cm 
DASH. 
(C) If t hc diagram 
hornotopy <otnrnutes in DASH and ali the vertical arrows arts homology isonmrphisrns, 
then the Eilenberg Moore spestr:il sequer~~ for the two rows are isomorphic. 
0.3. (B) is essentially contained in 1 t 5 1. Another groot’of (B) together with a proof 
of(C), based on the approac’h to differentI hc>;nological algebra given by Cugenheim 
(see [Sl). was developed by Gugenheim P id the present author (unpublished). [ 101, 
which should be considered aprelirnin:a f and primitive version of the present paper, 
;lilso contains prods of (variants ot‘) ( d) and (C). In the present author’s joint paper 
with Cugenheim (61, we prove (B) and (C) for the rel!ative theories; the proofs are 
essentially due to Gugenheim (though they grew out of our joint efforts to under- 
stand the earlier proofs). In this paper we prove (B) and (C) for the absolute theo- 
ries. Our proofs (given in 5.3 and 5.4) are based on the fact that DASH (which ex. 
tends DA) can also be viewed as a subcategory of DA {see 3.8). so that the exten- 
sions of Tar and the spectral sequence are obtained simply as rzetrictions. 
0.4. The proof of (A) is given in 7.4. It is the most difficult part of the paper insofar 
as it depends on a rather detailed knowledge of DASH. Especially we have had to 
extend e over DASH. As noted in [ 151, this is possible. However, the extension is 
not functoria) in both variables imultaneously. This is the main source of troubles. 
We get around it by proving that up to homotopy the extended s-product is fully 
tinctorial. 
0.5. THUS from a technical point of view the main bulk of the paper centers around 
the study of DASH with its a-product and its homotopy notion. 
Section 1 is csscntially a standard introduction to the duality of the bar and co- 
bar construction and their relation to twisting cochains. It owes much to [S]. We 
allow our (co-)algcbras to be Z-graded, and we replace the usual simply connectcd- 
ness hypotheses by the cocompletcness of coalgebras introduced in 161. Also WC 
study how homotopies of twisting cochains fit with the natural homotopy notions 
for (co=)algebras. 
Section 2 introduces the category TEX of trivialized algehrz extensions (dual to 
the E-Z data of (6)). TEX has pullbacks, tensor products and compositions. The 
dual of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem is stated as the existence of a certain functor 
into TEX. IIis fmnukion fxilitates our later discussion of C” ,k’as a strongly 
hom~~top~ <commutative algebra. Also, TEX, 5 TEX has an initial object ; a fact 
that 1s essential fi)r the study of s-products in DASH, and which implies that the 
end aijunction ckl : $2 HA -+ A. l 4 E DA, is 3 hornotopy cqulvalence (classically Q‘._~ 
is ~IWWII Iti> $2 ;i It~notogy isomorphism for A flat; see (8) ). 
Qction 3 starts with the definition of DASH essentially following [IS]. it goes 
on to study hcmotopies and tensor products in DASH and in the correspmdit~g 
]tUinrwpy :atcgwy. It finishes with a study of countable tensor products, which 
are needed because in our collapse theorem we want to allow countably mtrtry 
gmcratm m <lur poiynomial algebras. 
In Section 4, we study strongly htrmotopy commutative algebras (the definition 
1s SWICW~I~~~ different from the one in [IS] ). We study s-products in this context, 
btstb htc and infinite, and we prove that C * X is an she algebra. 
Section 5 gives the extension of Tor and the Eilenberg-- Moore spectral squcncc 
rttent imed in iJ..t. 
In LSectiw 6. WC classify shm maps with source R [xl 1 or R [s,, x2] up to honro- 
tczpy. atoning that the range has a +produCt. The resu!ts are essential for the 
proof’(+Section 7) that Sqt = 0 on H * A’ = R[x l, . . . . .Y,~], rtG OQ, implies that the 
Mperin -Stasheff shm map H* X * C’ X is a morphism of she algebras. 
Section 7 contains the formulation and the proof of the algebraic ollapse theo- 
rem which we use in Section 13 to derive the theorem mentioned in 0.1. 
In Section 8. we also show how the extended functoriality of Tor gives the product 
on Tlrrr as ;~n induced map. 
Finally, 111 kriun (3 we consider briefly the problems of getting products in a 
VW+ &eb!aic setup, and in the Appendix we inttrprct shm map5 A * H as maps 
A - 13 with stri!akde higher hmmtopies. 
I. Recollections about the bar and cobat constructions and twisting chains 
1.1. Throughout this paper, R is a fixed commutative principal ideal domain (with 
unit 1. All modules are unitary H-modules. Differential graded modules are Z-graded. 
where 2 is the integers, and their differentials have degree - 1. Given two such dif- 
fcrentiaf graded modules M and /V a map f : M --, N of degree k consists of R-homo- 
mar phisms Jrl : M,, + XI1 +k _ all 11. The differential off is 
The Lategory of differential graded modI!ies i  called WM. Its morphisrns are the 
maps f’of degree 0 having I,f = 0. M is the full subcategory of objects with differen- 
tial 0. 
1.2. DA is the category of augmented, differential graded algebras. If A E DA, the 
structure maps @,,t : A x A -+A, qA : R + A, cA : A -+ R, dad : A +A satisfy the 
usual requirements. The morphisms of DA preserve all the structure. A is the full 
subcategory of objects with differential 0. 
1.3. A corrupnwnteti differential graded coalgebra C’ is the usual thing, i.e. CE QM, 
and we have morphisms 
in DM with standard identities. The exact sequence 
o-Q-lI,C_Ei, Jo-+() 
m DM det”lnes the functor J into DIM. A induces JA : JC + JC ti JC, with 
(p s p) A = (JA)p. JA is soassociative, jusr like A. 
Tile iterates A(“) : C-r, C ,TN are defined by 
Similarly one has (JA)‘“) and /I”” Atn) = (JA)iN)p. 
There is a filtration 
(‘to1 cc I,, E . . . c Clnl c . . . 
with 
5,1 
= ker( PBn+t At”+t) = ( JA)(n+‘)p : C+ (JC)‘““). 
WC note that CIol = Im q, and that Cl,,] C Cl n+i, because 
(JA)‘“+“=(JA~(JC’)“’ .‘)(JA)‘“‘, n >O. 
is crlrnpletely trivial. Also notw that in general one does not 
In fact, if C is generated by I, I of degree 0, with 4t = 0 (over the integers) and 
A(l)= 1 @I, A(t) = 1 @4: t + 3 @I t + t 6 I , 
Cl l I, t E Cl 21, but the image of 
in C 8 Cis generated by I cs t , 1 03 t, t 8 1, so it does not contain A?. 
We shall require of al! our &algebras that C = U Cinl, i.e., C is cocomplete in 
the above filtration. Together with morphisms that preserve all the structure we 
then have the category DC. 
1.4. The exact sequence 
. 
O-/A-f, AA R-0 
6 H.J. .Wurkltolrtr, T%e bXenherg - .%ore spccrrd sequence 
in DM defines f : DA + Dbl. Q induces IQ : 1.4 CG IA -+ L4, with i(&) = @(i G i ). 
The sequence splits to the right by q. The corresponding left splitting will be denoted 
y : A =+ IA. Siulrlarly we let j : JC -+ C be the right split ring of 0 + H --, C -9 JC -+ 0 
corresponding to the left splitting E : C -+ R. 
t S. The suspension funetor s : DM + DM has (Snr )n = M, _I and d,,q = -- do . Wk 
have a map u : Al --vhf of degree I (which is the identity in each degree) and 
Llu = 0. If f : iff 3 ,;V has degree k, then so does sf : s.M -+ sN, and 
commutes in the graded sense. i.e.. 
(rj*)a=(- i)%f. 
Thus d,, = s(dAI). 
1.6. We recall the definition of the reduced, normalized bar constru&jn as a functor 
&!I : DA 3 1X. As a graded module, 
with inclusions and (restrktions of) proje&Bns 
‘I: (sdlA))8j4fb4. 
pi : f&4 -qS(IA))Y 
We have 
where da is the coproduct of the diffcreutials on (s(IA))*~, while d, is the unique 
derivation ofUL4, A} (cf. [S, 141) for which 
p* Lf9 = a(lQ) (a”f @ u--‘@ . 
0ne easily gets the following formulas for tl, 
deij = ‘$ ij_ , ((slA)G v”4 a u( A#‘) (d @ a-‘) $9 (sfk)@~-v-l). 
rt, and dG, and hence d, are derivations with respect o A. Also, 
If u, C IA. let 
lu, 1 . . . l”,J =i,(oq 6 . ..It. au,,), r1 20 * 
Then one recovers the usual farm&s 
‘i[O, 1 . . . 1 UJ = -. r ; !a1 I . . . 1 iiy_l 1 day i uv+* 1 . . . i u,J 
t Cl ii, I... by 1 bTvav+f 1au+? t . . . t un] ,
where a = (_ 1 )dW(Q)+l u_ 
As for cocornpleteness of BA, we note that 
1.7. Dually the reduced, normalized cohar constm:tion is the functor S2 : DC -+ DA 
described as follows: As a gradeci module, 
with inclusions and (restrictions of) projections 
jk : (s-‘(Kp -+ xc, qk: RC+(s-‘LKp c 
q(l)= i 1, 
I 
0 ifrt>O, 
Cb’t i . . . I C’J = 
I ifrt=O. 
-c ((; , I ,,. i cei , I f;, I c;; 1f’,+, I . . . 1 ten ) . 
1.1 
1.8. Recall that the functor CfOm : DbPP X DM -+ DM has Horn,(bf, A’) = the set 
of maps f : iv - it’ of degree tl and differential II as in 1 L 1. It lifts to a functof 
Horn : MY X DA -c DA when me defines the product U in tfon~(C. A ) by 
Roof. It is 0bvIous that t: is a natural transformation DC(c, /?(A !) -+ ‘T(C, 4 ). Ta 
define an inverse j3 for ry, we n.lte that if t!{&t)) = t E_t UC, A) with #?(f)E DC(C. LM), 
then 
= fp, P(t) spl P(t)) A : C-+(S(/A))%~+ . 
Thus, rffl(r) exists, it is uniquely determined by t. On the other hand, given I, the 
above inductive fbtnwl;l for pk O(r) gives a map P(t) : C -+ llj;,o (s(lA ))‘i of degree 
0. Slmx? we have 
and smce pt P(t) vanishes on lm q, we immediately SW that pk P(t) (x) = 0 for 
x E $r. Thus the cocompleteness of 6’guarantees that P(t) actually rnaps into BA. 
and it is now easy to prove that /3(t) E lX(C, BA). El 
The haI case is slightly simpler. 
1.10. Corollary. R and 52 are adjoint finrtm Mth the required isnmorphism 
beir7.g 
&&Y’ : DA(RC; A) + WC, R.4). 
1.11. In DA(d, H), DC(C. D), T(C, A) one has homotapy notions which fit nicely 
with p and u. Let fo, ft E DC(C: U), go, gI E DAM H), t,. tl T(C, A ‘1. A home. 
rapy It frornf,:, tof, is a map h : C -+ II such that 
Dh = j i - fi,. Ah =(f~~~h +A q!,)A; 
we write h : ftj c/I (in DC). A homotopy k from go tog, is a map k : A -+ B such 
that 
m =g,, R, + k@=o(gpk+kqi+ 
we write k : g ,, cg, (in DA). Finally. a homotopy from t,) tu tI is r? map I : C -+ A 
such that 
Di=t,,Wl -tutl, 
we write 1 : to 7 t, (in T). 
Now, iflr : jh -cfi in DC(C, Bd). one easily sees that tAir + rp : t”&) -Y tA f, 
in T(C, ,4 )_ Thus in -+ t A it + qe defines a map 
{a l/i :.fr, ?cf’, in DC(C. Bd))-+ {I f I : t”fo - t”ft in T(C:d)b. 
Roceedine exactly like in the proof of 1 .U. one easily constructs an inverse 0 for 
this mapping. Also, if k : go 2 gI in DA(S2C’. A 1. then kt,. t 17~ : go tc a gI tc IR 
T(.C A). and this sets up a bijection (whose inverse we call w) 
I. 12. In general 2 is not an equivalence relation on DA(d. B) or DC(C, D). Hr~~twr, 
OII T( C. A ), und hence OH DA{ I2C, A ) and ON DCIC’, Bd ) s is an equivalence rdation. 
In fact, if I : to “r t, in I;(C, A), then x = i g qc vanishes an fmq. so 
_r:J tt = ,$,t&~h”n A!nt vanishes on Cl n , I. Therefore 
_V=qc -~+~lc_~x”~+~~~ __... 
is a well-defined map _I’ : C -+ A. Moreover, 
!‘J_V=(Tj~tx)u(rj~-xtx”2 x”b...)=qc=,‘ul. 
so we denote .V by 1 -*. Then 
(‘)=D(lu/ *)=t,uluf--* --lq ul-’ tluD(I.-‘L 
so 
O=I--‘uO=l-‘ur,-. t,uf-* tDII-‘) . 
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i.e. 
I-’ 3, 2-fOin T(Ck-4). 
Tlus shows that _k is sytnrnetric on T(C, A 1. For reflexivity and transitivity, we note 
that tn T(C, ,4 ) WC have t)e : t ? I and 
2. Trivialized extensions in DA 
2.1. Let A F DA. In this section we study the set of all those X E DA which are 
homotopy equivalent to .4 in a very strong (and cxplieit way). The topological 
analogue (whkh should not be pressed too hard, though) is a space A and its strong 
deformation retracts with given retractions. 
Let o t DA(X, .4). A trivialization of a is a pair (p, II) with p f DM(A, X), 
It C;; t tom (AT, .Y ) mi 
ath=O, hp = 0, h”=O. 
The triple (a, p, h) is called a tMi&eCI mfunshrr of A (with total a!gebra X, projec- 
tion 0, section p and homotopy h). TEX denotes the class of all such triples, TEXA 
the subclass with fixed base algebra A. 
A strkf mnq.~hism of trivialized extensions is a pair (ft, f2) of n!orphisms in DA 
such that 
-4 
, 
X ..- “4 x’ 
A-------A’ 
J-2 
commutes in DA and /, p = p’j$ fi h = h’f’, . 
We need more general morphisms than the strict ones. To describe them we need 
the following proposition, which is also the basis for the description of shm maps 
given in 3.3. 
2.2. hoposition. Ixf I:’ = (a, p, h) E TEX with Q : X -+ A. 77tere is tE E T(BA, X) 
with atE = tA and Q homatopy hE : tX z tE’ B(a) irt T( RX, X). Moreover, 
hE/3ftL’) = qe, ohE’ = qe. 
Roof. We define tE and hE by the identities 
(2) hK = h(r x u ht’ - It” lJ tE B(a)) + ‘1X CBX . 
These definitions must he interpreted as follows: Since rEi, = tF q must be 0 and 
ht‘i, = kE q must be q, we have started the inductive definitkw of t E 5 and irE il. 
But then ( I ) and (2) determine tE ii+1 and ht’ ii+, in terms of I E i&, irk ik for k 
IlIe identity arfE = cL is now obvious, and once this is established, an easy induc- 
tion shows that indeed tE E T(BA, X) and that 
rqpj = tL‘, R(a)&--) = &a tq = j3itA ) = BA , 
we get, with h’ = hE f3(rE), 
Now an easy induction, starting from 
k ) i,, =p-&jt,=j#+q* 
2.3. We now define a morphism ( fl, fi ) : i:’ = (ok, p, 11) -+ it’ = (a-‘, p’, h’ ), where 
or = S -+ ‘4, a’ : X’ -+ A’, to he a pair such that the diagrams 
fl X .____. .__ .--, X’ fl X . -_.+ X’ 
I I 
i* I t la’ :& T ;rE’ 
commute in DA. and as maps of modules, respectively. With the obvious a::nprjsi- 
tion thus defines tk mtcgory TEX of trivialized extensions. TEX, is the suhcategtq 
Consisting of ail ( fj, /$ with jj = A . A -A’. It is clear that any strict morphism is 
a nmrphism in TEX. 
2.4. Ifj’E DA(A, R), then (A, A, 0). (I?, R, 0) E TEX, and (J 1’) cz TEX((A, A, O), 
(I& H, 0)). In this way DA IS embedded as a sutxatepory of TEX. Thus we shall 
identify A C DA and (4, tl, 0) E TEX. This identification is consistent with the no- 
t;rtions t~‘~ and & i.e.. 
Z.S. Thcrtt are two main rwwns for our study of TEX. The first one is the following 
reformulation of the ~lasskal tiilcnhq Zilhcr theorem. The second one will be 
presented when we study tensor produCts of slim maps (see 3.3). 
WC let SS, denute the category of based s~misimplicial sets with C : SS, -+ DM 
and C* : SS, + DA the normrtli~ed chain and cochain functors, respectively. In gen- 
eral. C3’ is not cocomplete, so we cannot assert that C takes values in DC. In fxt, 
CV cz DC if and only if S is reduced, i.e., X, consists of the base point alone. How- 
CVCL CA’ is of c’ourse a coauemented. differential, graded coalgehra. Now the classical 
Eilenherg Zilher theorem (see e.g. f 1st) gives natural maps 
with 
Moreaver.~ J’E DIM, and fsce (4)) V ir 3 map of coaugmented. differential graded 
coalgchras. And it is easiIy seen that 1’ preserves counit as well as coaugmzntation. 
By dualizizlg we get EZ, V = (F*, f* t t$* )E TEXtCx *2Cy)* with total algebra 
C’(X X Y). hlorc~ver, natuklity of VJ and # guarantees functoriality of EZ, i.e. 
we have the following reformulation of the dual of the classicai Eilenherg---Zilhcr 
tkeore111: 
This form of the Eilenhcrg- Zilher theorem is convenient for our later diEc‘ussion 
of C* X as strongly homotapy commutative algebra. 
2.7. There is a partially defined cmnpruitim in TEX defined as follows: Let 
E, = (CQ, Pi,ki) E TEX with aj : Xi + Ai. If X, = A t, then 
its desired. 
C’omposrtk~n is also aswciatiw in the obvious way. 
in DA with 1’ * x c fj + X consisting of all (h, x) with 
fh = ux, f ‘la) (h x) = h, f ‘(h, x) =x . 
The product in <-* x has (h, x) (b’, x’) = (hb’, xx’ ). C.-J 
if we reyuii dt (f’, f ) be a strict morphism in TEX, then we get a unique 
triwalization f f’ l, p). f “(h)) off *(a). The universal property is then easy to check. 
As usual, the universal property ensures that f * is a functor TEXA - TEXB, and if 
g E DAK B), then we get a natural equivalence from g* f * to (f9)“. 
Roof. if I:, = (a,, pt. 11,) with o, : Xi -+ Ai, then we let 
(2) tj’@[qdl, I . . . iu,t., h,J = 
4 l)'tk [qu1 I... iyo,]ab,h**.. bW ( n> 1. 
jiere~=(~,p,h),witha: X-+.4, 63EDA,aia14ifI(/l 0R)and 
f = ?I, deg(b, . . . b,) deg( ((I,, , ] ). ( I ) is true by simple inspection, and (‘2) follows 
by induction on n, using the defining equations for t E and t E fPB. 
Using (I ) and (2). one now easily proves that the restriction of 3 to TEX X DA 
is functorial with the definitions given above. Similarly, 8 i DA X TEX is functorial. 
Returning now to the shove (& Ri) : Ki + f$ we note that by (ii) 
“;@E;=(E; @Xp(A;@C‘;). 
Also, by what we have already shown, 
But then the functotiaby of composition ensures that 
i/,.RtIB’(fi.,4~)=(f,~fZ’g,“R?):C’,”EZ-ct’;sEi 
is indeed a morphism of trivia’iited extensions. 
We shall especially need: 
hoof. By the above we may take 
, = ,p-,g’E, p(p-,gL‘:). 
17 
Now we have 
2.14. Proposition. There is u firnctor P : D 4 + TEX such that P(A) is an initial ob- 
jwt in TEX,. 0~ bus . 
P(~)=(Q~.p&~~& 
Htw 42.4 = w;r, ) = it BA -+ A; pA and hA ate defined hekw. One has 
IPw =tD4:BA-SLBA. S 
Roof. First we warn that k A = hiA-A**): Bd -+ A, while h, : Bs2BA -+ MA, 
i.e., 11, # hA . 
We define PA by 
ppRAi,uq+qt::A -MBA. 
?dce ckrl ID,,1 = I A, one has cq pA = iA qA + ?-)A c/1 = A. &O pA qA = qltz~~ and 
m3d &I = f!A. TO define h, : SZBA -+ QBA, we consider a typrcdl generator 
7 = (101, I 0.0 i a,&,)] I *a- I (a,~ l -a,,k(n)j ), aiiE Id, k(i) > 0 . 
Now define graded submodules Si c C2 BA as ~‘~JHows: 
Soisgenerated byallywithn=Oorn:- I ark(l)> 1; 
S, is generated by all y with II > 1, kf, 1) = 1, k(2) > 1; 
St isgcneratedbyallrwithk(l)=k(‘2)=1 andn=i, foriX. 
Then 52 BA = II i2 cJ Si as graded mob.Ae, and we define h, by specifyir g hi = 11~ 1 Si 
inductively on i. We start by taking h, = 0. To get the induction going, we introduce 
maps xi : Si + S,, i > 0, given by 
18 
The identity aA hA = 0 is &sy to show by induction. and i!_A pA = 0.h: = 0 
both are immediate. Thus we have mnstructed P(.4 1. The functoriality of p just 
mounts to the obvious naturality of aS,l, pA and 11~. 
19 
whcnevcr i 12. Then 
and 
as desired. Thts i’lnishes the proof of f&s4 b = CBA . 
Finally. It is now easy to set that P(A) is initial in TEX,_t . Indeed let K = (a,~, 11) 
C TEX, with a! : X =+ A by morphism j’ : P(A ) -+ E in TEX,, must have l_tYtn ) = fE, 
~.e.,f= w(t):), where G* : T(HA. X) --c DA(QR.4, S). On the other hand, a(bE) is a 
morphism from P(A) to E; in fact, au(t)-‘) has 
& 
. 
aW(t )tBri =Cktk =tA =w(LyA)fB,4 ) 
so aw(tE) = aA. This concludes the proof of the proposition. Cl 
Apparently, it was formerly only known that CQ is a homology isomorphism for 
all flat rl (see e.g. [ 81). 
CIlle author thanks the referee for pointing out that the trivialization of 
Q : WA -+ A has also been obtained by Byron Drachman; see [?a].) 
3. The categwy DASH of differential graded algebras and strongly homotopy muki- 
pttcative mqps 
&DA=B: DA--DC. 
3 : DASH x DASH -+ DASH. 
Similarly. R is a right unit. 
Iff, = p, f “# is multiplicative. then 
=wtlgp Kl)’ 
tl,@A 2 1 * 
w 3 does extend :=: on DA. 
The funct0riality of 3 in each variable separately follows from (ii) for the proof 
of WhJdJ WC :JOW Set the Stage. 
DASH(.d, B) admits a description in terms of TEX, and DA as follows: finy 
~=(or,P,Ir)ETEX,~,with(Ir : X-Agioest E : A =U. Thus, ifj”E DA(X, R). then 
we have 
Smce for any g : A * B one has 
o(g) tPA = W(R) t&q =g I , 
every morphism in DASH can be represented in the form f$ i.e. DASH is generated 
hy DA and all tk, I:‘ E TEX. 
What are the relations? We claim that f, 1’1 ~12 tE2 ki * B if and only if there 
TEX,#j and $ 61 TEX, (I;: Ki) such that fl k, =.fi k,. Indeed, if SUCK ki are 
given, then k, tE = t “l. so 
. 
F
’ 
3
” 
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By 2JO(ii\, these two shm maps coincide, provided G2 E DA or El E DA. Now, if 
_/i trJ is multiplicative, then we may take Et E DA, and if ,g, is multiplicative, then 
we may take F2 c DA. Then also (+ E DA, and the proof is?inished. Cl 
o(‘, ) : W( f; ) ~ W( gt) : 52~Ai 4 Hi 
in DA, and it is easily seen that 
hrn = Mf2) 8 d2)) k+4, : Mf*q) 2f Mf* 9 82) l 
Now the required homotopy from fi GJ gl ‘of2 3 g2 is w-‘(h’) U cd(h”). From 
the above it fallows that QE induces a functor in each variable separately (still called 
) on DASHh . 
To prove that this is actually functarial in both variables imultaneously, we only 
have tu shuw that 
su Cwollary 2.13 gives the required homotopy . 
The associativity (:f (8 and the .nit for &r on DASHh is inherited from DASH. ’ 
Thus we only have to show that on DASH,, , g is commutative, i.e., 
T : A I CT A $ =+ A 7 s A I is a natural with respect+to shrn mapsfi : Ai * Bi. dfi is multi- 
plicative, {his is Obvious, so we may take fi = Pi, where Ei f TgX,+ has tc tal algebra 
Bi. We then have 
3.4. For later use, we note a few ;ruxiliary results about the above hommpics. 
First, let/; : A, *l&i = I . 2. Then we get :f hotnratqy 
For the proof, let f= g tE‘ with E’ E TEX, . and use the fact that (7,r) is 3 strict 
n~orphism in TEX from lY 3 .-I ’ to A ’ g 14’ when A ’ E DA. 
BA = Xi‘&, 
so 
f’3tf Ii, oqp4 =27 i,pv Pif) i, 0 qdbq . 
The definition of 43( f’ ) given in 1.9 unmediately gives 
so 
f’&f)i, wA =f’i, wsf$ wA y 
as desired. 
Now the part of the proposition relating to N reduces to showing that 
A(fiA, /iB) when f E DASH(.A, b). And that is clear sinze PA, &A are homo- 
tory inverses, so that 
H(f)=H(f*)=if(w(f))II(PA)=H(w(f.))~~~A)-l l 
so it suffices to pruvit tkt 
3.8. We have the functor 5tfi : DASH -+ DA. It is clearly an cmhedding of DASH 
into DA, and its restriction to DA C DASH is SEB : DA --)r DA. We note that for 
f’ : A =9 H we have a cimmutative diagram 
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= f, $$ . . . @fn % T) = (B, 8 1-g d3,s TJ)W-,B . ..~f~dW 
(ii) To get the homotopy (2). we let 
Al”! =&A 
1 ’ 
f'"' =i f.. 
1 
i=l i=l 
It then suffices to construct ilomotopies 
$“I : ,Inl .p1 y (g qy”’ , 
with 
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11 : @ fi 2 q$ gi . E! 
i= 1 i=I 
4. Strongly homotopy commutative algebras 
4. I . Definition. A sfrnrlg!v hr~mtrtr~p~~ commutative algebra fslrc ulgehra) is 3 pair 
(A, 4) wit!\ A G DA and: 
ii)@ : .4 8 A “/I; 
(ii) Q, =Q,:AS:A=d; 
(iii) Cp: (A 8 q) = d, 0 Iq 52 A ) = A, i.e., rj 1s i1 unit for a; 
(iv) 4 o (Qp @A 12 Q, * (A g *), i.e., * is homotvpy associative; 
~V)Qi~?Ylc4@A *A, i.e., Q, is homotopy commutative. 
A morphismf from (A, Cp) to (B, Cp) is anf : A * B such that: 
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From the properties of g versus 2, it is easily seen that this detines a category. We 
call it shcA. We cm embed the full subcategory DA’ of DA determined by the commu- 
tative objects of DA into shcA by sending A to (A, 9). with @ considered in DASH. 
4.2. Proposition. 2 : DAC X DA --+ DA 
atd_v, 
m: shcA X shcA -+ shcA, 
dtich is associative, has K as a wit, arrri 
Roof. Given A,H CZ shcA, we detkc Qi : 
posihm 
with 7 : B cs A + A a S the twist map. Since 3 has all the standard ,,roperties. at 
least up to homotopy, it is a standard exercise to verify that this makes 
A 8 B E shck. Aiso, for the same reason, we easily show that f’g g belongs to shcih 
whenever f and g do. 
The associativity of % on shcA follows easily from 3.3(ii) since the twis maps 
involved are multiplicative. It is trivial to see that R is a unit f,.x g Finally. the com- 
mutativity of 3 on shcA means that r : B s A + A 3 H is an ix-morphism in shcA, 
and that is true by inspection. El 
4.3. Given (Ai, 4i) f SIICA, i = I 9 2,3, . . . . we may form A =@i”l_, di and (see 3.9) 
with T the obvious twist map. To SW that this A f sIKA, WY let 4” =@[yt 4i, and 
look at the diagram 
I’ Ii , rl@N@ 
ii 
li) j1@4*4i@*jj 0 4 I’ 
ii 
11 @” 
ti 
(;r3Ai) ~{~Ai) -_‘- T a(,+++ A ) ---- a” 
>’ 
* &ii 
Here 3 +xmmutes, @ homot py commutes by S.Siii), (iv). Also it is easy enough 
to see that c and (3 commute. Therefore the product on A = @;zt A,. is homotopy 
associative. Similarly we can show that it is homotopy commutative. And it is trivia! 
to see that q is a true unit. 
Altogether we have seen that shcA is closed under countable 5 -products as iar as 
obj ?cts go. If 1; E shcA( Ai, Si). then we may easily verify that &Lt ii E ShcA. 
4.4. Ptopodion. i” (A, 9) E shcA, then 0 is a mup of she aIgebras. 
Roof. This follows from the homotopy commutativity of 4 by standard manipula- 
tions (using also the homotopy associativity of 4). f3 
It follows from this that the iterates 41nl : Aan *A defined by 
4lQi =q, 4111 =A, 4l’fl = 4 0 (4k 12 & A), rrW, 
are maps of she algebras. Since 
41111 0(A”“--’ $T)) z 4W 11 , 
we get 4[“) : A*” * A. To see that also 4” is a morphism in shcA, we tmst show 
that the diagram 
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ii f 
li 
(A @ 44 )@” 
Here we let hi be the homotopy numbered i. Then h I, fi2, tl,, 11, are manufactured 
from the associativity homotopy for a, while 11~ comes from the commutativity 
homotopy for @. Thus, by the remarks at the end of 4.1, we can control tlhe restric- 
tions of all the hi, and we easily see that I 
h121 =h, Uir2Uh3UIr4Uh5 8 
has the correct restriction. Then suppose that I#1 is constructed, and consider the 
string of homotopies 
*o (9Ln+lI @ cgln+U)= 
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k3 and h5 are constructed frclm the homotopy in S.ti(ii) and rt@l, respectively. Thus 
WC have full control of the restrictions of each tli and we easily get 
j#+tl 0 t A@” cg qsA’%q)=h@l 
as desired. 
We record this as: 
4.5. Reposition. If A E shcA, tkn thy iturutcd product 41n) : ~4%~” * A is a mnrphism 
of she ulgcbr~s, n Q 30. ct 
For the next propo:iition we let 
I+;]=DASHh(y); 
and if ( : A * B, we let If] denote its homotopy class. 
4.4. Proposition. F?v Ai e DASH, i = 1,2, . . . . n, II G -, tlrertl is a natural transf~vma- 
tion 
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4.7. Proposition. Tk rrom~aliz~xl cochair fwwtrv irrto DM lifts to a functor 
SS, -+ shcA with cPg : C * X 03 C * X -+ C * X the usual cup prduct. 
Proof. Let X e SS, . Then from 2.6 we have EZ = EZx, x and 
P : (CX $2 CX)’ *c-(X x X). 
Composition with the multiplicative maps 
i:C+XQC+X+(Cxe:CX)*, ii* : C’(XX xp+c*x 
(LI : X + X X X the diagonal) gives us 
~=&~W5~’ . c*xoc*x=Qx. 
Now it is easy to see that a, is the usual cup product (based on the diagonal ap- 
proximation f’). Also, the naturality of t , E&, x and Ii vis-‘a-vis mapsf : X -+ Y 
ensures that f’ * : C * Y --, 6 * X, viewed as shm map, commutes (in fact precisely, 
not just up to homotopy as required) properly with * and preserves the unit. Thus 
we just have to show that q : R + C * X is a true unit, and that @ is associative and 
commutative up to homotopy . 
If n : X 4 + is the projection then 
(c’(nXX),(CneCX)*):EZ X-*E%XX +r , 
in TEX and (n X X)d : X -++ X X is the natural homeomorphism. Therefore 
~~(C.L~sC”X)=dfot~~~.X.,~(CS.,C+X) 
=d* 0 tFZX,X O(Cfl@CX)’ 01 
= (p 0 c*(lr x X) 0 p*,x 0 t, 
Now, identifying tEZ*vx with C” X E DA g TEX, we have 
(srXX)J=X, *=x.x = c* X, t = identity . 
Thus q = C * fl is a true left unit for ip. Similarly, it is a right unit. 
The homotopy associativity of @ amounts to showing that the big outer square 
in diagram ( 1) homotopy commutes. We write X instead of C’X and t xv y for tEZX.Y_ 
in (1 ), t’. t” are the twisting cochains associated with the following two objects inTEJ$: 
E’ = (0s v )* ) (X 43 f )*, (X 0 #)*) , iii’“-((V aX)*,(f@X)+,[* 9X)‘). 
In diagram ( 1). the four squares in the corners commute for trivial reasons. The second 
square in the left-hand column commutes because ( L , c ) is a morphism in TEX from 
X’@ ,kZx,x to E’. The remaining three squares along the edges commute for similar 
reasons. Thus we just have to show that the centre square homotopy commutes. But 
this is clear since in DASH we have that t x x xJ’ 0 t ” is a homotopy inverse of 
(V,, czpXj* VixXX,while t 8 Xxx x O t’ is a homotopy inverse of (X3 VXJV~.,~~~, 
and it is a classical rcsuit that 
V CGX 
XG X*3 X x*x ----------------+ (X x X j a ,Y 
f 
X@Vx 
! 
! 
x ! Iv 
, ’ ; XxX.X 
1 V X*Xx x I X $ (,It’ x x ) . . . ..____-..._ .--- --d x x x x x 
‘where 7, rare twist maps. The two outer squares commute. Also, f*v* is a homo- 
tcrpy inverse of 5 * : (.Y X X)* -, (X G X )“. so the middle square homotopy cum- 
mutes because of tf~ &ssicaily known commutativity of the diagram 
Roof. A straightforward iomputaticln. CI 
4.9. If char R = 2, then U, gives the usual operation Sqt : HA -+ HA, .4 C shcA. We 
have Sq,I&a) = cls(a UI a), so 
deg Sq+o) =2&ga+l. 
If A = (I’* X, X C SS,, then Sqt x = Sq’2 --I s for x E Nm X. 
5. The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
5.1. If A E DA, while ;2f, N are (right and left, respectively) differential graded 
modules over A, then one has the Eilenbcrg-Moore spectral sequence. It is constructed 
by choosing a proper projective resolution 
of M as an PI -module. One then forms the bicomplex Pi _ 8, N ami assembles it (by 
means of the caproduct ?I ) to a single complex 
Tot(P__ G~ A V)= I IfpAN. 
This is filtered by the resolution degree. As such it is complete and cocomplete 
(see (3 1). The resulting spectral sequence will here be called ,iEM(/H, A, N). We 
have 
$M’(~I, A, K) 2 ,tTorH’(HJI. HN), ,EM” ‘C/V, l4 * N ) ” h41(c;r0r~4 (M, N)) . 
Here the subscript cl means clr~ssi~al ( sopposed to the generalized version we are 
about to present), Iffe DA(,4, A’), while g : M -+ A!‘. h : A’ + A” areJ?inear, then 
one has the map of spefztral sequences 
,,EM(~, 1; 12) : c+3i(M. A, 14) + ,,EMIhf’, A’, ,1”) , 
which on the k-2 and E’” 2-v? .& .els correspond to CtTorf’-@&, HI2) and CITor fr g, h), 
respectively. In view of the bicosnpleteness of the filtrations, we see from (Sl that 
dTor l( g, fi) is an isomorphism provided Hf, ffg and Hi2 are isomorphisms. 
The references that we know of state the above results only for the ease where 
A, M, N are ail positively (or negatively) graded. However, the reader will h2ve no 
trouble generalizing the results to Z-graded algebras and modules. 
On the k’-’ level this map is an isomorphism. Hence it is an isomorphism of spectral 
equences ( frlxn E2 on). it is also natural with respect to morphisms in DA-. Thus 
we have shown that IN extends $M up tl) natural equivahxce. Using the compa- 
rison t hcorem men tionerj in 5.1. We also see that 
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CITor(~B, “4, Q~.) : Tor( ~1. 4~) -+ c,Toc( /.L r~) 
is an isomorphism. It IS &early natural, SO Tar estands ,,Tor up to natural equivalence. 
For general ( p, u) in DASH*, we have . 
EM”( p, w) = ,,WRCS~, wm ” ,1Tor(HS2Pp. HQ3v) 21r ,;Tor(H~, HP), 
where, in order to get the last isolnorphism, we use the diagrr-n 3.8( 1) for f= p and 
f- v. It is straightforward to verify that the above isomorphism is natural. SimiYarly, 
EM”{ &4, V) = J%l”(S2/3~, a@) TZ E”(,,Tor(n&, : v$) 2 E’ Torf p, v) . 
Finally, if t&, HI’. tfh are isom.xphisms, then by diagram 3.+ : \ J . o are HSZ&. 
ffS_t&‘and HQ?h, so sn appeal to the classical result set& I 1.2 isst part of the 
propose t ion. Cl 
This cu:nparisan result is not quite strong enough for the application we have in 
mind. We need: 
5.4. Theorem. Srr~t;rosa th t 
Roof. We know that fi : DASH -+ DC preserves homotopies. Also it is easily seen 
that homotopies are preserved under 52 : DC + DA. Thus It suffices to prove that 
for any humotopy commutative diagram 
in DA one has 
,EM( ~1, v) 2 ,,EM( ~‘9 v’), ,lTor( ,u, v) 2 ,;Tor( ct', v' 1. 
in DA. We denote by i * the normalized cochains on the standard ss I -simplex. I * 
has generators x0, x t, x of degrees 0, 0, +- 1, respectively. Ah, _ 
dx, = --x, dXl =x, dx=O, 
If we forget about augmentations (which are anyway not of any importance for 
,EMj, then we can easily see that AI gives rise tu a morphism of differential graded 
algebras K’ : A + I* +i2 C with 
K’(4) = -- x c3i K(u) + x0 63 h v(a) + x* c3 v'f (u) . 
Similarly one has H’ : A -L 1% B. There are then the commutative diagrams 
! 
, 
!& j/ 
I 
:h 
t j/ 
i f 
II&----A -3C’ 
(in DA exe t f p or augmentations), where n, : I * -+ H is projection onto RXi = R. 
Here all vertical arrows induce isomorphisms Inhomology, so we get the desired 
results. C_I 
9 6. Homo,topy claws of shm maps R (x I) x, ] =$ ,d 
! b 
6.11. Lat Pn = R[q, .x2, . . . . x, ] be tk usual polynomial algebra with vanishing 
differential. Let A E DA come with a Ut product. Iff : Pn =+ A, then f ([Xii) E A is 
a cycle of degree cli = deg xi. Also for i 7c 1 we have cycles 
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c,(f)=f([w’j I’j]) ‘--ft[Bxj I”i]) +f([xj])ul f([xj]) 
of degree d, -t U; + 1. Here, and in the foll(Jwing, we utilize the t&t that either d, is 
even or char K = 2. 
Also, ifh :f’?g : fn *A, then 
“‘( Ixil ) = f( fxi] 1 - g( Ix,]) ) 
+ h( lxil ) ‘lI [wvij)) =c,(f) - c’ii( R) , 
Pius there are well-defined maps 
Nflj = Wsf([qlj, clsf([x,]), cls Q*(f)), f:P,*A. 
6.2. hoposition. The maps 6.1( 1 ), (2) are bijw%ms. Consequent!v. any f : P, * A 
has P muitiplicutiw representative in its home tupy class. 
Roof. T?re proof occupies the rest of Section 6. It proceeds by replacing BP,, by 
the exterior coalgebra 
%l = i\(Y,~ _vp l 9.Q 
with deg_Vi = 1 + clj. The Koszul complex An a P,t with J(Yi 8 1) = 1 cs ‘Yj and 
ily,z 8 Pn with twisted differential using tPn : BP, --* Pn (see 16)) both give proper 
projective resolutions of R over Pn. Then the standard comparison theorem of 
differential homological algebra gives Qlinear maps 
and P,Jinear hamotopies frown J/X’ and x’ x to the respective identities. Fac*toring 
out P,, and remembering that Li = 0 on .\,I, we get 
x : Ar, -mn, A’ : BPn -+ A,, , 
with XX’ 2: BP,, and X’ A = A,,. Here X may be taken in DC, e -g. take 
hA = 0, X’iJ = 0. iNJ =sv, ~. XX. 
An mdu&ion on the above filtratlan reveals that there is a unique map 
p : BP, --+ 52 A,, with 
if we evaluate this on x E BP,, . *hen on the right-hand side, LQ5 will be applied only 
to elements of filtration lower than the filtration of x (because fi vanishes on ele- 
ments of filtration 0). Hence on the right-hand side we may, inductively. assume 
that Dij = fi L: &. Then we get 
where 2 = 'jjj, , 2’ = If S!( X) jii. Sinbx k X = q e A := 7j e, we see that 
=rXA’ - thh’=O. 
Hence 
nk = -. (t l_J 1 tJ Dk .-_ 1uDk DE WI) i ur’w t’)h +(t u;is - k w I’), 
and an easy induction shows ttlat Dk = t U k k U t’. Then 
(2) k=cJ(k)A!w~-R(X)p. 
hm ( I ) and (2) we see that the top row in the commutative dirlgrarn (subscript 
Ws denote homotopy classes) 
f-f.2 T(A,.A9 * L 
tt is now sufficient to check that e’ is a bijection. For n = 1. we ieave it to the 
reader. Lrt n = 2, and let wl, w2. w12 by cycles in A of relevant degrees. Define 
f’: A, +A by 
f‘c iI= 0. fr.q = q, ff?‘; ]‘I) = “,-J -- WI u, wz . 
A straightforward totnputstion shows that fE T(‘,J’$, A). Sirm clearly 
c’(f) = (CIS 01, ds W2’ cts c+) , 
c’ is onto. To see that c’ is injcctive, let pi : A2 -+ A be given along with ci 6~ A such 
that 
7. The algebraic col)spse theorerr 
wtrere J, is the multipiict?tive map K [X,1 -+ X sending Xi to svme fixed representative 
t, !‘c)r the ciassx,. it is then obvious that 
f@x = !fX : IIS -+ HX . 
Thus we just have to show that (i ) h~~rnotopy commutes. “i‘his IS the difficult part 
of the present pdper, md it was to this end we put up most of the preceding results 
on shm maps. 
Roof. it is easily seen that ox E sheA,(HX, X )i if and anly if & E shcA(K [xi], X) 
for ail i, i.e., if and nn1y if 
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and we have proved the lemma. EI 
If X = C’( U) for some 1 E SS,, tkn Sq 1 (x,1 = 0 for all i means that Sqi vanishes 
on all of M * Y, because of the cartan formula. For general X E. &CA, we doubt that 
there is any CIdrtan formula for .Sq I (cf. 191) , so we stick to rhe oondition Sql = 0 on 
the polynor,rial generators. 
7.4. We can now prove Theor~,~ 7 S 1. We let : 
We then have the diagram 
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fl [R !x,], .4 1 ------J------4 IW “1. .!., X” , /I 1 
i=l 
with x ths natural transformation from 4.6. This diagram commutes mce both 0~ 
and v are in shcA. 
rr( 1 [v;l j, = Ilv, qjLxcIlv,lH= 1;36,*HVJ - 
Nso. let fii : H [-xi] -+A be the multiplicative map sendingx, to Et representrnpx,. 
TlWl 
Thus we see that 
prdvided v, f&l = I &)+ [vJ These homotopy classes are represented by the shm 
maps 
so hy 6.2 we can check whether they are equal by corttparing flB 0 v& Ix,] ) and 
v * &i [xi] ) in NB. dut both of these cycles represent H(v)(x&, so we are through. Cl 
7.5. Although at present we cannot construct mor&isms of she algebras lfx * x 
unless 3X is very nic,e (CZ polynomial algebra), we noile that in the proof of homo- 
tapy commutativity a< 7.1( I) we did not use any information on how fig and 0~ 
were constructed, but only the fact that they are in shcA. Thus we have 
8. Geometric applicatims 
be a fibre square. Then we have 
ire sheA. We assume that IT+ acts trivially on I/*(fibre of p); then 
I’nr( p*, f’) ? tP{l:“) 
as is well known. As an immediate codary we then gt: 
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As mentioned in the Introduction, this covers a variety of the hitherto known 
collapse results for the Eilenbcrg--Moore spectral sequence applied to homogeneous 
spates. 
giving 
(I) Tor(&(O.cb): Tor(p’s ~*,f*a I”)-Tor(p’,f*). 
Ths can be composed with the cIassically defined Kunneth type map 
to gave the product. It is easy to see that this product coincides with the one defined 
classically by using instead of I 1 ), 
l.3 1 C,Tor(rl’. d*, d”) C,Tor(V*,V ‘3 *: ’ CITor((. I, t) , 
with ti diagonals, F from the Eilenberg--Zilber theorems, and t : C” X g C* Y -+ 
(CX t.8 CY)‘. in fact, 
Therefore the gxoduct is associative. But this can also be seen directly from our 
def”lnition by noticing that (P is naturally homotopy associative, and that we have 
the hilowing: 
(i = 0, I ) irr 
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Rocbf. As in the proof of 5.4, we get maps G’, F’, H’ (in DA except for augmenta- 
tk1ns) 
G’: S1BC’-N& WC, F’ : S2BA -*I+& QBA’, H’ : i2Btl-+I*~ RBR’, 
with 
in, 3 ILAC’)G’ = s2pg 1' (n; $4 i2BA')F' = fip fi, (“i ~ S2BH' )II’ = stB hi. 
Since also 
G’ S2@( p) = nfic p’ )F’, 52piv’) F’ = H’ Q&q , 
as one easily verifies from G 0 M = p’ 0 F and v’ 0 F = H 0 v. it suffices to prove that 
(1) Tor(ni B QBC’, pi s QBA’q Ri e S’IBB’) 
is independent of i. But these maps are isomorphisms, due to the comparison theorem 
mentioned in 5.1, and both have Tor(q Q QBC’, q a QBA’, Q 8 SlBB’) as right in- 
verses, so they da coincide, 
9. Remarks about product structures in a purely algebraic set up 
9.1. IF we have a diagram 
c’&&L~ 
in she A, then 8.. 
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homi>toyy commutes in DASH. Hence it stili humotopy commutes after applying 
an induced map 
Prcsumahly tt depends CM the choice cjf !I and K’, though WC have nc)t worked out 
any example to prove the ac’tual dependence. 
Ah the classical Kiinneth type map gives us (since Tort p. u) = ,tTor(S2@. sl@u)) 
Thus to manufxture a product MI Tor( p, v), we just have to produce a suitable map 
where for abbreviation we write ,4 - = f2B.4 and pc = 52@( ~1. Now k y y IS always . . 
an isc>morphism on homology, so, if the diagram commutes, we may take the in- 
verse of ,,Trlr(k, k, k) as our map (3). (4) however, does not commute, SO we must 
be a little bit more careful. We consider then 
It is easily seen that the top rectangles commute, i.e., aCgrr = o(p) etc. Also, 
(ae 3 q) kc: c = qac , 
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i.e.. the outer 
homology. Th 
two squares Comm 
us for our map (3) 
ute. Finally, QI~ 3 cyC induces an 
we may take the composition 
isomorphism in 
The composition of ( 1 ), (2 ) and (3) now gives some sort of a product. We have no 
specific applications of this in mind, so we have not tried to investigate the proper- 
ties of this product. Presumably they arc relatively bad, because of the dependence 
of (I) on our choice of the homotopies. WC conjecture that one could get a decent 
theory by including in the structure of an she algebra lso a t’lxcd associativity 
homotopy (and commutativity homotopy). Presumably a morphism of she a!gcbra:: 
would then have to include an explicit homotopy f” Qp T Cp Q (f’s f). However, for 
the present hese ideas will not be pursued. 
Appendix. shm maps as maps with higher homotopies 
Anyshmmapt:A * B determines and is determined by its “components” 
5 
= f+! : f IA )*j -+ H . 
In terms of components, the three defining properties Et = 0, I v = 0 and D t = I u f 
take the form 
e tj =O, Gl =O, 
For/- = I,:, these identities read 
+j f, + f.2 (J1,1&2 
. 
I 
=f,CQ$) - $&f’* @ 1:) * 
Thusff : lA 3 B is in DM, and f2 is a homotopy measuring the deviation off’t from 
multiphcativity. For i 2 34 have interpretations as higher coherence homotopies, 
but they are not very illuminating. 
One may also define homotopics in terms of “components”, and 3 may t e defjned 
in such terms. However, it seems that nothing is really gained hereby, so we ipare the 
reader and ourselves these added troubles. 
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